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Abstract—Trying to decide what is best suited for someone 
or something is an ever enduring task let alone trying to 
prepare students with the right engineering mind. So ‘how 
do you build an engineer?’ if that is the right word. What is 
the right ingredient? Mathematics has been said as the most 
important foundation in engineers’ life. Curriculum has 
been developed and reviewed over the years to meet this 
target. This work explores how much or lack of it has the 
curriculum prepares the future technologist to face the 
world of engineering technology as far as mathematics is 
concerned. Analysis of mathematics lectures, interviews of 
engineering technologist students and engineering technol-
ogy subject lecturer is undertaken. Understand what each 
contributes help in understanding the picture that the 
current education is painting. Based on the theory of learn-
ing, APOS theory helps in explaining how students bridge 
their knowledge of mathematics when it comes to solving 
engineering technology problems. The question is, is it a 
bridge too far?  

Index Terms—APOS Theory; engineering technologists; 
engineering technology; mathematics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 This research is conducted in the interest to explore the 
pedagogical strategy practices by the teacher in her effort 
to teach the topic of differential equation. Differential 
equation is one of the many topics in mathematics that is 
seen as the heart of modern application mathematics in 
natural phenomena.("Teacher Package : Differential 
Equation," 2007). In the past twenty years Malaysia has 
moved from an agricultural towards a technology based 
economy. Tertiary education institutions therefore have a 
vital role to play supporting knowledge-driven economic 
growth strategies and poverty reduction by training a 
qualified and adaptable labour force, generating new 
knowledge and building capacity to access existing stores 
of global knowledge and to adapt that knowledge to local 
use (World Bank, 1994, 2002). This change has resulted 
in a demand for a more technically trained work force. 
Universities are, therefore, responsible for training and 
producing more graduates that will spearhead the drive 
towards a technology based economy and in order to train 
such students in engineering we will need to educate them 
in mathematics. Teaching mathematics to these engineer-
ing students poses particularly difficult challenge with 
teachers expecting students to reach a high level of profi-
ciency in mathematics as they progress to learning more 
demanding topics in engineering.  

 In addition, too much is taken for granted when it 
comes to transferring knowledge especially in mathemat-
ics. What is learned in one context cannot be assumed can 
be easily transferred or applied into another context or 
situation (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). This research 
will focus on the teaching, learning, application and 
transfer of important mathematical concepts in first year 
of undergraduates studies focused on student’s learning at 
the Universiti Kuala Lumpur using case study methodol-
ogy. The case involves engineering students who are 
registered for mathematics as one of the compulsory 
subjects for their engineering programs. This research is 
important as it will inform of good practice in the teaching 
and learning of the subject. It will also add value to exist-
ing research and research in undergraduate mathematics 
education community developing understanding of how 
theoretical tools might inform our understanding of issues 
in relation to learning and transfer of mathematical con-
cepts. At the Universiti Kuala Lumpur, mathematics is 
taught to all first year engineering students by lecturers 
from the mathematics unit. My research will focus on the 
topic of Differential Equations, one particular topic of 
mathematics that is taught to all engineering students. The 
main objectives of the teaching are that students will be 
able to recognize different types of differential equations 
and how to solve them. Students are the expected to be 
able to apply their knowledge and understanding in other 
engineering topics such as Control Theory, Robotics and 
some electronic related subjects making it one of the most 
important tools for students to master. From my fourteen 
years experience teaching at the university, I know that the 
teaching approach used is mainly procedural with analyti-
cal solution methods developed as procedures which are 
applied to algebraic families of solution functions. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Literature Review 
A theory of learning could help us understand the learn-

ing process by providing an explanation of phenomena. 
This can be observed in students trying to construct their 
understanding of mathematical concepts. It can also 
suggest directions for pedagogy that can help in this 
learning process (E. Dubinsky & McDonald, 2001). Piaget 
suggests that knowledge is actively constructed by each 
individual. Through shifting, knowledge is derived from 
the action which the individual performs leading to a 
constructed abstraction of the action process (Piaget, 
1970).This is agreed by Cobb, Yakel & Wood (1992) who 
say that learning as active construction implies that stu-
dents build on and modify their current ways of mathe-
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matical knowing. This modification is personal and as 
such may vary from one individual to another. It is diffi-
cult to determine what stimulates the changes. Piaget says 
it depends on the individual learner. Piaget believes that 
children build their own cognitive tools, to them knowl-
edge and the world are both constructed and constantly 
reconstructed through personal experience (Ackermann, 
2001). So to explore their thinking is to explore their 
personal experience. 

This leads to a question about the nature of mathemati-
cal knowledge? Students can understand in two different 
ways: either how to apply mathematical procedures (in-
strumental) or mathematical structure and inter-
relationship (relational). Can a procedure that has been 
memorized but not understood be considered as mathe-
matical knowledge? Resnick, (1989), Romberg & Carpen-
ter (1986), Schoenfeld (1992) believe that all mathemati-
cal knowledge is relevant as Schoenfeld states in his book 
‘One’s mathematical knowledge is the set of mathematical 
facts and procedures one can reliably and correctly use’. 
Being able to use facts, formulae and procedures is indeed 
an important component of mathematics even though 
students who are good at memorizing procedures are not 
necessarily understand the underlying ideas. Students who 
learn rules without reasons rely heavily on memory. 
Skemp (1976) categorized them as instrumental under-
standing as opposed to relational understanding. Gray & 
Tall, (1994) suggest that all mathematics activities may be 
conceived initially by instrumental level but a reliance on 
remembering leads to an overburdening of the memory as 
more and more rules and procedures are encountered.  

Skemp (1976) pointed out that many mathematics 
teachers are instrumental thinkers and their teaching tends 
to focus on algorithms and procedures. This has implica-
tions for students’ understanding. Relational thinkers are 
able to condense knowledge within a schema and use it 
flexibly where as instrumental thinkers concentrate on 
applying one or more learned procedures until the solution 
is reached. Since schemas are cognitive construction 
derived from personal experience they might be expected 
to vary from one individual to another. Studies in the past 
by McGowan (1988) reveal that there exists a wide spec-
trum of schemas even amongst students who had been 
historically poor at mathematics. Her results suggest that 
success in the subject is a result of incorporating new 
information into an existing schema that is stable. Those 
students who progressed least showed clear signs of not 
having a stable schema or could hardly be considered to 
be a schema at all, more simply a collection of unrelated 
procedures and facts. This leads to the study on how do 
students construct schema, what tools could be used to 
help researcher learn about students construction of 
mathematical knowledge. Development of theory in 
mathematics education is an attempt to understand how 
mathematics can be learned and what educational activi-
ties can do to help in the learning (E. Dubinsky & 
McDonald, 2001).  

APOS(Action, Process, Object, Schema) Theory in par-
ticular has been used by many researchers to investigate 
the understanding of mathematics ranging from topic in 
elementary level such as number fraction(Cottrill et al., 
1996; Herman et al., 2004; Kirk Weller, Arnon, & Dubin-
sky, 2009) number concept(Gray, Pinto, Pitta, & Tall, 
1999) to tertiary level like concept of limit(Cottrill, et al., 
1996) function(K Weller et al., 2003) and linear alge-

bra(De Vries & Arnon, 2004)In addition to that, Bennett 
in his project called REESE uses APOS theory to track 
transfer of ideas from mathematics to physics to engineer-
ing (Bennett, 2009). APOS theory can be used directly in 
the analysis of data by researcher. In very fine grain 
analyses, the researcher can compare the success or failure 
of students on a mathematical task with the specific men-
tal constructions they may or may not have made. APOS 
theory has one characteristic that is called genetic decom-
position, in which it can help determine a specific con-
struct at any of each level. However there is no research to 
investigate the understanding of differential equations has 
been conducted using the framework of APOS theory and 
it has not been used to help understand problems of trans-
fer. So I will use APOS Theory to make sense of under-
standing of differential equations in mathematics and 
applying the understanding to engineering problems. 

Previous research in differential equations however has 
concentrated on experimenting pedagogical approach 
through the use of Realistic Mathematical Education 
(RME). Rasmussen states that for new areas of interest 
such as differential equations, mapping out students’ 
understandings of important mathematical ideas can be an 
important part of curricular and instructional design that 
seeks to refine and build on students’ ways of thinking(C. 
Rasmussen, 2001). His other research reveals that the use 
of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) to locate a 
starting point for an instructional sequence for first-order 
differential equation might help students to experience 
creation of mathematical ideas. C. L. Rasmussen & King 
(2000) have done much research in developing improve-
ment in pedagogical approach in particular in the teaching 
of differential equations. Rasmussen and Marrongelle, 
(2006) suggests that students have problem understanding 
and interpreting the qualitative representation of solution 
of differential equations. Unfortunately researchers tend to 
agree that experiment on intervention of pedagogical 
seems to give positive effect on students understanding 
but the effect do not last very long as teachers tend to 
revert to traditional methods(C. Rasmussen, 2001). Not 
much research has been undertaken on how to improve the 
traditional way of teaching mathematics even though there 
is a finding saying that students prefer procedural ap-
proach to conceptual approach (Johann Engelbrecht, 
Christer Bergsten, & Kågesten, 2009).  

A considerable number of research has contributed to 
the understanding of how to approach the teaching of 
differential equations but there is still not much research 
undertaken that dealt with the transfer of knowledge of 
differential equations in other field such as engineering. 
Transfer is often defined as the ability to apply what has 
been learned in one context to a new context (Byrnes, 
1996). Rebello et al (2005) describes transfer as dynamic 
construction of association between the two contexts 
mediated by several factors and Newmann,(1989) sug-
gests that graduated prompting to be effective way to 
assess transfer and the factors that control it. Previous 
research in differential equations did not seem to accom-
modate the issue of transfer of differential equations into 
other context other than mathematics. Part of this study 
will focus on how students apply their understanding of 
differential equations when solving engineering problems.  

Particularly in Malaysia not much research has been 
done on how engineering students learn and apply their 
knowledge of mathematics during their undergraduate 
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studies. From the above literature I can see that there is 
definitely a gap in the literature that requires a study to be 
conducted to explore students’ understanding in particular 
towards the teaching, learning and applying of differential 
equations both in mathematics and in engineering situa-
tions. This research will contribute to these studies.  

B. Theoretical Framework  
The identification of the nature of students’ understand-

ing and its association with the way in which students 
construct the concept of Differential Equation is of great 
importance on the way to the development and implemen-
tation of good instructional strategies. APOS Theory 
provides a research tool that has been successfully used in 
other areas of mathematics such as abstract algebra and 
calculus, for similar purposes. I will employ the APOS 
theory in analyzing the data gathered during the interview 
as well as evaluating the exam answer script of the inter-
viewee and the videoed lectures given on this topic. APOS 
theory says that students build concepts through a stan-
dard set of steps of Action-Process-Object-Schema. (E. 
Dubinsky & McDonald, 2001)With a clear definition on 
each step taken we can identify the student level of under-
standing. At action level students are expected to be able 
to carry out rote procedures bound to specific representa-
tions. At process level we can see that students are able to 
see the process as a whole, they can use multiple represen-
tation, they can reverse the process, or compose with other 
processes and at object level students are able to reify the 
process into an object and they can discuss properties of 
the other object or collections of examples of the process.  

With this tool we are able to understand how students 
develop their understanding of differential equations in 
relation to their learning experience and how they transfer 
this knowledge to solve engineering situations. Ben-
nett(2009) explains, by taking examples on learning the 
concept of function shows how the APOS theory can be 
used to differentiate the level of students’ understanding 
and progress in building a concept of mathematics. Ben-
nett (2009) exemplifies the use of APOS theory in helping 
us distinguish students’ level in building their concept of 
function and integration. I believe the same could be done 
for other topics in mathematics in particular Differential 
Equations.  

With the classification of activities for each level we are 
able to explore students’ understanding or difficulties in 
achieving that particular level. Not only that we can 
determine the students’ level in understanding the concept 
but also we can map out their difficulties that they faced at 
each level based on the APOS theory 

C. Research Questions  
This research will investigate the learning of mathemat-

ics of the first year engineering students. In order to do 
that I am addressing the following research questions:  

How do first year engineering students develop: (a) 
their understanding of differential equations in relation to 
the teaching they receive, and (b) their ability to use this 
understanding to solve problems in engineering situa-
tions? 

D. Research Method  
This research has been conducted using a case study 

approach. The case studies focus on five or six individual 

students from the first year engineering program who 
registered for mathematics. The studies also focus on the 
lecturers who teach mathematics for this group. Data 
collected involves in-depth interviews, focus groups and 
document analysis. Student participants have been chosen 
based on their mathematics result from the previous 
semester examination. 6 participants that represent high, 
medium and low attainment in mathematics were chosen 
to participate in the in-depth interviews. The learning 
activities of these 6 participants as they are learning the 
topic of differential equations during mathematics as well 
as engineering lessons were recorded. I expect to conduct 
case studies of up to 6 individuals with interesting re-
sponse patterns. Case studies will provide rich data that 
will enable in-depth investigation, analysis and under-
standing.  

All lectures in mathematics and engineering subjects 
that deal with the topics of differential equations will be 
video recorded for analysis. Based on which 2 focus group 
sessions will be conducted. In addition to the above activi-
ties, documents such as lecture notes, tutorial questions, 
and student answer scripts will be collected and analyzed 
in order to support the other findings. The data gathered 
from the interview, focus group and document analysis 
will help in triangulating the result. This triangulation 
seeks convergence, corroboration, and correspondence of 
results from the different methods (Greene & Caracelli, 
1989). Data gathered from other sources such as the 
participant’s tutorials, examination answer scripts, video 
of lectures will also help in complementing the findings 
from major sources (Greene & McClintock, 1985). 

E. Sample  
A purposive sampling was employed in this research. 

The University Kuala Lumpur offers 6 different bachelor 
degree programs in engineering ranging from mecha-
tronic, industrial automation and robotic, welding quality 
inspection, machine tools manufacturing, air-conditioning 
and refrigeration and automotive. There are two intakes of 
students per academic year. The intakes are in January and 
July. The number of students for each intake is approxi-
mately 150 -200 students. Mathematics is a common 
subject to all engineering students. All engineering stu-
dents are required to register for compulsory mathematics 
namely M1, M2 and M3. Lectures are normally divided 
into two big groups. I chose participants from Industrial 
Automation and Robotic Technology and Air Condition-
ing and Industrial Refrigeration program who are in their 
second semester, as students from this program have used 
the topic of Differential Equations quite extensively. 
Students from this program attend mathematics lectures 
together with all the other students but they then are 
placed into tutorial groups according to their program. 
Mathematics lecturer responsible to teach this group is 
automatically selected for interview with their prior con-
sent. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

For the purpose of this paper I will only discuss the out-
come form one case. This outcome will be the basis of all 
the future discussion of the outcome of this research 
activity. I will discuss about the genetic decomposition of 
the topic of differential equation the way the teacher sees 
it and how the student receives it. The centre of the dis-
cussion will be around ‘what is differential equation?’. 
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How the teacher plans her lesson based on the genetic 
decomposition of differential equation. 

What is genetic decomposition?  
As APOS Theory puts it, genetic decomposition is a 

theoretical analysis that proposes a set of mental construc-
tion that student might make in order to understand the 
mathematical concept being studied (E. Dubinsky & 
McDonald, 2001). In the case of the concept of differen-
tial equation, the analysis from the teacher’s interview 
proposes that student should work on very explicit exam-
ples to construct an action conception of differential 
equation which will result that she/he can interiorize these 
actions to form processes. The student encapsulates the 
process of solving differential equations to think of differ-
ential equation as object. She then designed her pedagogi-
cal strategies to help students make these constructions 
and relate them to the conception of differential equation. 

What is her genetic decomposition of differential equa-
tion?  

The teacher was interviewed before her lecture on the 
topic of differential equation, below is part of the tran-
script from that interview. 

I : what is differential equation…  
E : yes, right, I will tell them what is differential 
equations then I will give them err example what is 
differential equations I mean like any of the equa-
tion that involved derivative we will call it differen-
tial equations and I am going to explain to them if 
we want to solve differential equations what does it 
mean.. what are we going to find then through the 
introduction then I’m going to start lectures and 
explain to them that we got many types of differen-
tial equations, we got first order, second order and 
we go to classification of the  differential equations 
why this is called first order why this is second 
order what is meant by dependent variable , inde-
pendent variable …..  

 
When analyzing this response, the fact that she talks 

about the definition of differential equation and then she 
jumps into solving differential equation suggests that she 
is going for action conception (Ed Dubinsky & Harel, 
1992). From her response it is not clear where the element 
of the APOS theory (action, process, object, schema) are 
and how she is preparing her students to arrive at all the 
four levels of conceptions of differential equation. In order 
to decide, we next investigate on her lecture as she im-
plements her plan into action. During her first lecture she 
poses a lot of conceptual questions in order to get her 
students engage in the topic. For example, 

E : ‘what is a differential equation?’. 
  This question in itself looks new to the students but in 

actual fact this question contains a lot more than it seems. 
It is not clear what the expectation of the teacher is at this 
point but that question gives the teacher a chance pull in a 
lot of different schemas into the mind of the students even 
before they started further the topic of differential equa-
tion, which I will explain later. After waiting a short while 
it has become clearer to what is the expectation of the 
teacher is as seen below.  

             
               Figure 1a                                                       Figure 1b 

She explains the definition symbolically by using the 
symbol of the derivative instead of the meaning of the 
derivative which is the rate of change of one variable as 
related to the change in the other variable, then only she 
tries to link for further definition by asking the immediate 
question as seen in Figure 1b. Her definition as given in 
Figure 1a is generally the minimum definition that one 
could give to describe differential equation. Based on her 
explanation so far, I will try to see what the definition 
student conceives.  

What is the student understanding of differential equa-
tion?  

I would like to share here the answer from three stu-
dents who participate in the research study. 

I : so to you, what is actually differential equations 
M : ahah.. differential equation ermm is an equation 
then  
we differentiate it with to , I think to have ,..  
to find ermm to find err the ..how to say…  
 
I :…………..what is differential equations..what 
does it  
deals with  
S : for me  
I : yes to you ..what does it mean to you.. what did 
you 
 learn about it , where does it come from  
S : oo ..differential equation is like..when you inves-
tigate  
the change in one variable with respect to other 
variable 
 like x and y or with respect to time or distance for  
example like rate, related rate, rate of change of  
something when we refer to something..like that  
 
I : …….. what is differential equations if you can 
recall  
H : ermm DE, differential equations, I think, I re-
member  
there’s law about DE, is there a law?  
 

Clearly M and H has limited memory on the definition 
of differential equation at this stage as compared to S how 
has managed to states his understanding of differential 
equation if evaluated through the lenses of APOS theory, 
could be said to have a level of object conception. Further 
probe into M and H reveals that they display what could 
be said by APOS theory as someone having an action 
conception of differential equation. All the three students 
display a fluency in algebraic operation nevertheless has 
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very limited understanding on the concept of differential 
equation.  

APOS theory suggests that at this stage the genetic de-
composition has to be further refined to help students to be 
able to have deeper understanding on the topic. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The initial analysis of the data collected show that the 
teacher need to refine her genetic decomposition with 
more detail focus on the pedagogical strategy to enable 
students to develop deeper conceptual understanding on 
differential equation, so that students could perform pass 
the action and process level as suggested by APOS The-
ory. Better strategies will help students move through the 
stages. APOS Theory has not able to clearly guide re-
searcher to identify specifically the level of conception of 
students. It is more of a framework of how people could 
learn mathematics and not a diagnostic tool. 

A. Contribution to knowledge  
This study is purposive to the development and im-

provement on the teaching practice of the university. The 
problem might be local but the issues are global. There 
was no research conducted using APOS Theory to explore 
students’ learning of differential equations and how they 
use their understanding to solve engineering situations. 
Findings from this study will add value to research con-
ducted regarding differential equations. It will also inform 
the mathematics education community on how mathemat-
ics is being transferred to engineering.  

Detailed analysis of the course and the students’ an-
swers’ to the questions in the interview will shed light into 
their understanding and will also allow us to make didac-
tical suggestions to improve the design of the course and 
propose other activities for the students. The study will 
also provide a methodological contribution to knowledge. 
The development of the genetic decomposition of differ-
ential equations is a contribution to the research field for 
further improvement and refining of learning outcomes of 
differential equations. This research provides the basis for 
further development in research using APOS Theory 
Using APOS theory to analyze students’ learning of 
mathematical concept has yet to be applied in Malaysia, 
APOS theory has been used as tool to understand students 
understanding as concept in other area of mathematics but 
not differential equations. This will add to the collection 
of RUME (Research in Undergraduate mathematics 
Education) and the working group of APOS as established 
by RUME. 
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